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Abstract

The Gini correlation plays an important role in measuring dependence of random variables with

heavy tailed distributions, whose properties are a mixture of Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations.

Due to the structure of this dependence measure, there are two Gini correlations between each pair

of random variables, which are not equal in general. Both the Gini correlation and the equality of

the two Gini correlations play important roles in Economics. In the literature, there are limited

papers focusing on the inference of the Gini correlations and their equality testing. In this paper, we

develop the jackknife empirical likelihood (JEL) approach for the single Gini correlation, for testing

the equality of the two Gini correlations, and for the Gini correlations’ differences of two independent

samples. The standard limiting chi-square distributions of those jackknife empirical likelihood

ratio statistics are established and used to construct confidence intervals, rejection regions, and

to calculate p-values of the tests. Simulation studies show that our methods are competitive to

existing methods in terms of coverage accuracy and shortness of confidence intervals, as well as in

terms of power of the tests. The proposed methods are illustrated in an application on a real data

set from UCI Machine Learning Repository.
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1. Introduction

The Gini correlation has been used in a wide range of fields since proposed in 1987 ([17]). In the

field of economic data analysis, the Gini correlation enables us to test whether an asset increases

or decreases the risk of the portfolio ([18]), and can be used to build the relationship between

the family income and components of income ([17]); in plant systems biology, the Gini correlation5

can compensate for the shortcomings of popular correlations in inferring regulatory relationships

in transcriptome analysis ([11]); it has also been widely used in all branches of modern signal

processing ([26]).

Let X and Y be two non-degenerate random variables with continuous marginal distribution

functions F and G, respectively, and a joint distribution function H. Then two Gini correlations

are defined as

γ(X,Y ) :=
cov(X,G(Y ))

cov(X,F (X))
and γ(Y,X) :=

cov(Y, F (X))

cov(Y,G(Y ))
(1)

to reflect different roles of X and Y. The representation of Gini correlation γ(X,Y ) indicates that

it has mixed properties of those of the Pearson and Spearman correlations, and thus complements10

these two correlations ([17], [18], [19]). The two Gini correlations in (1) are not symmetric in X

and Y in general. The equality of the two Gini correlations can be involved in many procedures in

Economics. For example, it can be applied to determine the similarity in two popular methodologies

for constructing portfolios, the MV and MG ([20]), and the equality of the two Gini correlation

between the return on each asset and the return on the portfolio is the necessary condition of15

the statement that all the Security Characteristic curves are linear ([20]), that is, a rejection of

the hypothesis on the equality of Gini correlations is a rejection of the assumption that all the

Security Characteristics curves are linear. Therefore, to understand the Gini correlation and to

test the equality of the two Gini correlations are essential. In the paper, we develop a procedure to

estimate the Gini correlation and to test the equality of the two Gini correlations. To the best of20

our knowledge, there is no nonparametric approaches to infer the Gini correlations.

As a nonparametric method, the empirical likelihood (EL) method introduced by Owen ([12],

[13]) has been used heuristically for constructing confidence intervals. It combines the effectiveness

of likelihood and the reliability of nonparametric approach. On the computational side, it involves

a maximization of the nonparametric likelihood supported on data subject to some constraints. If25

these constraints are linear, the computation of the EL method is particularly easy. However, EL
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loses this efficiency when some nonlinear constraints are involved. To overcome this computational

difficulty, Wood et al. ([25]) proposed a sequential linearization method by linearizing the nonlinear

constraints. However, they did not provide the Wilks’ theorem and stated that it was not easy to

establish. Jing et al. ([4]) proposed the jackknife empirical likelihood (JEL) approach. The JEL30

method transforms the maximization problem of the EL with nonlinear constraints to the simple

case of EL on the mean of jackknife pseudo-values, which is very effective in handling one and

two-sample U -statistics. Wilks’ theorems for one and two-sample U -statistics are established. This

approach has attracted statisticians’ strong interest in a wide range of fields due to its efficiency,

and many papers are devoted to the investigation of the method, for example, [9], [14], [2], [22], [23],35

[7], [6] and so on. However, theorems derived in [4] are limited to a simple case of the U -statistic

but the Gini correlation cannot be estimated by a U -statistic, which does not allow us to apply the

results of [4] directly. However, it can be estimated by a functional of multiple U -statistics ([17]).

Due to this specific form of the Gini correlation, we propose a novel U -statistic type functional and a

JEL-based procedure with the U -structured estimating function is applied for the Gini correlation.40

And this approach may work for making an inference about some difference functions of multiple

U -statistic structure with nuisance parameters involved.

In the test

H0 : ∆ = 0 vs Ha : ∆ 6= 0, (2)

where ∆ = γ(X,Y )− γ(Y,X), the natural empirical estimator ∆̂ of ∆ is a function of 4 dependent

U -statistics. Based on U -statistics theorem, ∆̂, will, after appropriate normalization, have a limiting

normal distribution. However, the asymptotic variance is complicated to calculate. In the present45

paper, by proposing a new U -statistic type functional system, we avoid estimating the asymptotic

variance to do the test. However, only a part of parameters are being interested. When only a part

of parameters are of interest, Qin and Lawless ([15]) proposed to use a profile empirical likelihood

method which is also an important tool to transform nonlinear constraints to some linear constraints

by introducing link nuisance parameters. However, the profile EL could be computationally costly.50

Hjort, McKeague and Van Keilegom ([3]) proposed to reduce the computational complexity by

allowing for plug-in estimates of nuisance parameters in estimating equations with the cost that

the standard Wilks’ theorem may not hold. Li et al. ([6]) proposed a jackknife plug-in estimate

in terms of a function of interested parameters so that their EL still have standard chi-square
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distributions. However, we cannot take advantage of their method since the parameters of interest55

in this paper are estimated by solving estimating functions with U -statistics structure. We cannot

apply theoretical results of the profile JEL method in [7], either. Li, Xu and Zhao ([7]) developed

a JEL-based inferential procedure for general U -structured estimating functions. It requires the

condition that kernel functions are bounded both in the sample space and in the parameter space.

Under merely second order moment assumptions, we establish the Wilks’ theorem for the jackknife60

empirical log-likelihood ratio for ∆. The computation is also easy since a simple plug-in estimate

of the nuisance parameter is used.

It is often of considerable interest to compare the Gini correlations from two independent popu-

lations. For instance, Lohweg et al. ([10]) constructed adaptive wavelets for the analysis of different

print patterns on a banknote and made it possible to use mobile devices for banknote authentica-65

tion. After the wavelet transformations, there are four continuous variables: variance, skewness,

kurtosis and entropy of wavelet transformed images. It is natural to ask what are correlations

of each pair of the above variables. Are there any differences between the Genuine banknotes and

Forgery banknotes? One of the main goals of this paper is to develop the JEL method for comparing

the Gini correlations for independent data sets.70

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop the JEL method

for the Gini correlations. The JEL method for testing the equality of Gini correlations is proposed

in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider the JEL method for comparing Gini correlations for two

samples. Following the introduction of methods in each section, simulation studies are conducted

to compare our JEL methods with some existing methods. A real data analysis is illustrated in75

Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a brief summary. All proofs are reserved to the

Appendix.

2. JEL for the Gini correlation

The Gini correlation has a mixed property of the Pearson correlation and the Spearman corre-

lation: (1) If X and Y are statistically independent then γ(X,Y ) = γ(Y,X) = 0; (2) γ(X,Y ) is

invariant under all strictly increasing transformations of Y or under changes of scale and location

in X; (3) −1 ≤ γ(X,Y ) ≤ 1 and (4) if Y is a monotonic increasing (decreasing) function of X, then

both γ(X,Y ) and γ(Y,X) equal +1 (-1). From [17], γ(X,Y ) in (1) can be written in the form as
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below

γ(X,Y ) =
Eh1((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))

Eh2((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))
, (3)

where (X1, Y1)T and (X2, Y2)T are independent copies of (X,Y )T ,

h1((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
1

4
[(x1 − x2)I(y1 > y2) + (x2 − x1)I(y2 > y1)] (4)

and

h2((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
1

4
|x1 − x2|. (5)

Then given an i.i.d. data set Z = {Z1,Z2, ...,Zn}, n ≥ 2 with Zi = (Xi, Yi)
T , i = 1, ..., n, the Gini

correlation γ(X,Y ) can be estimated by a ratio of two U -statistics

γ̂(X,Y ) =
U1

U2
=

(
n
2

)−1∑
1≤i<j≤n

1
4 [(Xi −Xj)I(Yi > Yj) + (Xj −Xi)I(Yj > Yi)](
n
2

)−1∑
1≤i<j≤n

1
4 |Xi −Xj |

(6)

with the kernel of U1 being h1 and the kernel of U2 being h2.

Remark 2.1. A direct computation of U -statistics is time-intensive with complexity O(n2). Rewrit-80

ing U1 and U2 as linear combinations of order statistics reduces the computation to O(n log n). That

is, U1 = 1

4(n
2)

∑n
i=1(2i − 1 − n)X(Y(i)) and U2 = 1

4(n
2)

∑n
i=1(2i − 1 − n)X(i), where X(i) is the ith

order statistics of X1, X2, ..., Xn and X(Y(i)) is the X that belongs to Y(i) ([17]).

By U -statistic theory, the asymptotic normality of the estimator (6) for γ(X,Y ) ([17], [16]) is:

√
n(γ̂(X,Y )− γ(X,Y ))

d→ N(0, vγ) as n→∞, (7)

with

vγ = (4/θ2
2)ζ1(θ1) + (4θ2

1/θ
4
2)ζ2(θ2)− (8θ1/θ

3
2)ζ3(θ1, θ2), (8)

where

θ1 = cov(X,G(Y )), θ2 = cov(X,F (X)),

ζ1(θ1) = E z1 {E z2 [h1(Z1,Z2)]}2 − θ2
1,

ζ2(θ2) = E z1 {E z2 [h2(Z1,Z2)]}2 − θ2
2
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and

ζ3(θ1, θ2) = E z1 {E z2 [h1(Z1,Z2)]E z2 [h2(Z1,Z2)]} − θ1θ2.

In particular, under a bivariate normal distribution with correlation ρ, Xu et al. ([26]) provided an

explicit formula of vγ , given by vγ = π/3 + (π/3 + 4
√

3)ρ2−4ρ arcsin(ρ/2)−4ρ2
√

4− ρ2. However,

the asymptotic variance vγ is difficult to obtain for the non-normal distributions and an estimate

of vγ is needed either by a Monte Carlo simulation or based on the jackknife method. Let γ̂(−i) be

the jackknife pseudo value of the Gini correlation estimator γ̂(X,Y ) based on the sample with the

ith observation deleted. Then the jackknife estimator of (8) is

v̂γ =
n− 1

n

n∑
i=1

(γ̂(−i) − ¯̂γ(·))
2 (9)

where ¯̂γ(·) = 1/n
∑n
i=1 γ̂(−i), see [21].

In this section, we utilize the jackknife approach combining with the EL method to make infer-85

ence on the Gini correlation.

2.1. JEL for the Gini correlation

Without loss of generality, we consider the case for γ(X,Y ), and the procedure for γ(Y,X) will

be similar. For simplicity, we use γ to denote γ(X,Y ) in this section. Define a novel U -statistic

type functional as

Un(γ) =

(
n

2

)−1 ∑
1≤i<j≤n

h((Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj); γ), (10)

where

h((x1, y1), (x2, y2); γ) = h2((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) · γ − h1((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) (11)

with h1(·) and h2(·) being given by (4) and (5), respectively. By (3), we have Eh((Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj); γ) =

0. To apply the JEL to Un(γ), we define the jackknife pseudo sample as

V̂i(γ) = nUn(γ)− (n− 1)U
(−i)
n−1 (γ),

where U
(−i)
n−1 (γ) is based on the sample with the ith observation (Xi, Yi)

T being deleted. It can be

easily shown that E[V̂i(γ)] = 0 and

Un(γ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂i(γ).
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Let p = (p1, ..., pn) be nonnegative numbers such that
∑n
i=1 pi = 1. Then following the standard

empirical likelihood method for a univariate mean over the jackknife pseudo-values ([12], [13]), we

define the JEL ratio at γ as

R(γ) = max

{
n∏
i=1

(npi) : pi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n;

n∑
i=1

pi = 1;

n∑
i=1

piV̂i(γ) = 0

}
.

Utilizing the standard Lagrange multiplier technique, the jackknife empirical log-likelihood ratio at

γ is

logR(γ) = −
n∑
i=1

log[1 + λV̂i(γ)],

where λ = λ(γ) satisfies

1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂i(γ)

1 + λV̂i(γ)
= 0.

Define g((x, y); γ) = Eh((x, y), (X2, Y2); γ) and σ2
g(γ) = Var (g((X1, Y1); γ)). Then we have the

following Wilks’ theorem with only the assumption of the existence of second moments:

Theorem 2.1. Assume EX2
1 <∞, , EY 2

1 <∞ and σ2
g(γ) > 0. Then we have

−2 logR(γ)
d→ χ2

1, as n→∞.

Based on the theorem above, a 100(1−α)% jackknife empirical likelihood confidence interval for γ

can be constructed as

Iα = {γ̃ : −2 log R̂(γ̃) ≤ χ2
1,1−α},

where χ2
1,1−α denotes the 100(1 − α)% quantile of the chi-square distribution with one degree of90

freedom, and log R̂(γ̃) is the observed empirical log-likelihood ratio at γ̃.

In application, an under-coverage problem may appear when the sample size is relatively small.

In order to improve coverage probabilities, we utilize the adjusted empirical likelihood method ([1])

by adding one more pseudo-value

V̂n+1(γ) = −an
n

n∑
i=1

V̂i(γ),

where an = op(n
2/3). Under the recommendation of [1], we take an = max(1, log(n)/2).
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2.2. Empirical performance

To evaluate the empirical performance of our JEL methods (denoted as ‘JELγ1’, ‘JELγ2’ for

γ(X,Y ), γ(Y,X), respectively), we conduct a simulation study. Another purpose is to examine95

whether the adjusted JEL methods (denoted as ‘AJELγ1’, ‘AJELγ2’ ) can make an improvement

over the JEL method for small sample sizes. The interval estimators for the Gini correlations based

on the asymptotical normality of (7) with variance calculated by (8) are denoted as ‘γ1AV’ and

‘γ2AV’, while ‘γ1J’ and ‘γ2J’ to denote the methods using (9) to estimate vγ . Similar notions for

the different method in the following sections will be used.100

We also present the results for the Pearson’s correlation and denote it as ‘ρp’. The limiting

distribution of the regular sample Pearson correlation coefficient ρ̂p is normal:
√
n(ρ̂p − ρ)

d→

N(0, vp) as n→∞, where

vp = (1 +
ρ2

2
)
σ22

σ20σ02
+
ρ2

4
(
σ40

σ2
20

+
σ04

σ2
02

− 4σ31

σ11σ20
− 4σ13

σ11σ02
), (12)

and σkl = E [(X−EX)k(Y −EY )l], see for example [24]. The Pearson correlation estimator requires

a finite fourth moment on the distribution to evaluate its asymptotic variance. For bivariate normal

distributions, the asymptotic variance vp simplifies to (1−ρ2)2. For other distributions rather than

the normal, the asymptotic variance may be estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation or by a jackknife

variance method. We do not include another popular correlation Kendall τ in the simulation. Its105

performance is referred to [16].

We generate 3000 samples of two different sample sizes (n = 20, 200) from two different bivariate

distributions, namely, normal and t(5), with the scatter matrix Σ =

 1 2ρ

2ρ 4

. Without loss

of generality, we consider only cases of ρ > 0 with ρ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9. For each simulated data set,

90% and 95% confidence intervals are calculated using different methods. We repeat this procedure110

30 times. The average coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals as well as

their standard deviations (in parenthesis) are presented in Tables 1, 2.

Under elliptical distributions including normal and t distributions, the two Gini correlations

and the Pearson correlation are equal to the linear correlation parameter ρ, that is, γ(X,Y ) =

γ(Y,X) = ρP = ρ ([16]). Thus, all the listed methods in Table 1 and Table 2 are for the same115

quantity ρ.

From Table 1, we observe that under the bivariate normal distribution, all methods keep good

coverage probabilities when sample size is large (n = 200) but the JEL methods produce the shortest
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Table 1: Coverage probabilities (standard deviations) and average lengths (standard deviations) of the Gini correla-

tions’ interval estimators from a variety of methods under bivariate normal distributions.

n = 20 n = 200

ρ Method 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95

CovProb Length CovProb Length CovProb Length CovProb Length

JELγ1 .880(.005) .642(.002) .931(.005) .799(.004) .900(.005) .208(.002) .950(.003) .230(.000)

AJELγ1 .907(.005) .710(.003) .951(.004) .937(.005) .905(.005) .210(.000) .953(.003) .232(.000)

γ1J .869(.006) .812(.002) .916(.006) .968(.004) .898(.005) .238(.000) .947(.004) .284(.000)

γ1AV .886(.005) .748(.000) .945(.005) .891(.000) .900(.005) .237(.000) .951(.004) .282(.000)

ρ = 0.1 JELγ2 .880(.005) .642(.002) .931(.006) .798(.006) .900(.005) .208(.000) .950(.003) .230(.000)

AJELγ2 .908(.003) .709(.003) .951(.005) .936(.007) .904(.005) .209(.000) .953(.003) .232(.000)

γ2J .869(.004) .811(.003) .916(.006) .968(.005) .897(.005) .238(.000) .947(.003) .283(.000)

γ2AV .886(.004) .748(.000) .945(.005) .891(.000) .900(.005) .237(.000) .951(.003) .282(.000)

ρp .889(.004) .728(.000) .947(.006) .868(.000) .899(.005) .230(.000) .950(.004) .274(.000)

JELγ1 .876(.007) .506(.002) .925(.006) .572(.004) .900(.006) .156(.000) .950(.004) .171(.000)

AJELγ1 .903(.006) .530(.003) .944(.005) .673(.005) .905(.006) .157(.000) .953(.004) .173(.000)

γ1J .867(.007) .634(.003) .908(.007) .756(.005) .898(.006) .182(.000) .947(.004) .217(.000)

γ1AV .886(.005) .568(.000) .937(.005) .677(.000) .898(.006) .180(.000) .949(.004) .214(.000)

ρ = 0.5 JELγ2 .876(.006) .506(.002) .926(.006) .572(.004) .900(.006) .156(.000) .950(.003) .171(.000)

AJELγ2 .903(.006) .530(.002) .945(.005) .673(.004) .905(.006) .157(.000) .953(.003) .173(.000)

γ2J .865(.006) .634(.003) .908(.007) .757(.005) .897(.006) .182(.000) .946(.004) .217(.000)

γ2AV .886(.005) .568(.000) .937(.005) .677(.000) .899(.006) .180(.000) .949(.003) .214(.000)

ρp .893(.005) .552(.000) .941(.005) .657(.000) .900(.005) .175(.000) .950(.003) .208(.000)

JELγ1 .874(.005) .144(.001) .919(.005) .183(.002) .899(.005) .040(.000) .948(.005) .044(.000)

AJELγ1 .898(.005) .152(.002) .936(.005) .254(.003) .903(.006) .040(.000) .951(.005) .044(.000)

γ1J .857(.007) .185(.002) .892(.005) .220(.002) .897(.006) .048(.000) .942(.005) .057(.000)

γ1AV .876(.006) .146(.000) .919(.006) .174(.000) .894(.006) .046(.000) .943(.005) .055(.000)

ρ = 0.9 JELγ2 .874(.007) .143(.001) .919(.004) .184(.002) .899(.006) .040(.000) .949(.005) .044(.000)

AJELγ2 .898(.006) .151(.002) .937(.004) .254(.003) .903(.006) .040(.000) .952(.005) .044(.000)

γ2J .858(.007) .184(.002) .892(.006) .220(.002) .896(.006) .048(.000) .943(.006) .057(.000)

γ2AV .876(.007) .146(.000) .918(.006) .174(.000) .894(.006) .046(.000) .944(.005) .055(.000)

ρp .894(.006) .140(.000) .929(.005) .167(.000) .900(.006) .044(.000) .947(.004) .053(.000)
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intervals for all ρ values. It even behaves better than the ρP method which is asymptotically optimal

under normal distributions. γAV (γ1AV, γ2AV) methods are slightly better than γJ (γ1J, γ2J)120

methods but not good as ρP method. Note that the lengths of γ1AV and γ2AV methods are same,

also standard deviations of confidence interval lengths for γAV, γJ and ρP methods are always 0.

When the sample size is relatively small (n = 20), our JEL method always produces better coverage

probabilities and shorter confidence intervals compared with γJ method, and performs better than

γAV method when ρ is relatively large (ρ = 0.9). All the JEL, γJ and γAV methods present125

slight under-coverage problems. However, the adjusted JEL method improves the under-coverage

problems effectively and keeps shorter intervals.

Table 2 lists the results under the bivariate t(5) distribution. As expected, the ρP method

performs poorly for heavy-tailed distributions. It suffers a serious over-coverage problem for all

cases. For the γAV method, the asymptotic variance (8) is calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation130

with sample size of 108. In this sense, we say γAV to be a parametric method and it yields good

coverage probabilities. For the two nonparametric methods, JEL and γJ, both of them have slight

under-coverage problems especially when ρ is large and n is small, but the JEL method produces

better coverage probabilities and shorter confidence intervals than γJ. When the sample size is

small (n = 20) and ρ is small (ρ = 0.1), JEL interval estimators are as short as half the length of γJ135

and γAV interval estimators. Compared with γAV methods, the JEL method always has shorter

confidence intervals. Additionally the adjusted JEL methods improve the under-coverage problems.

3. JEL test for the equality of Gini correlations

The two Gini correlations in (1) are not equal generally. One sufficient condition for the equality

of the two Gini correlations is that X and Y are exchangeable up to a linear transformation. That

is, there exist a, b, c, and d (a, c > 0) such that (X,Y )T and (aY +b, cX+d)T are equally distributed.

Particularly, if (X,Y )T are elliptically distributed with linear correlation parameter ρ, then X and

Y are exchangeable up to a linear transformation. Hence we have γ(X,Y ) = γ(Y,X) and they are

equal to ρ. More details are referred to ([17], [27]). Let ∆ = γ(X,Y )− γ(Y,X). The hypotheses of

interest are

H0 : ∆ = 0 vs Ha : ∆ 6= 0. (13)

The objective of this section is to test the equality of the two Gini correlations via the JEL method.
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Table 2: Coverage probabilities (standard deviations) and average lengths (standard deviations) of the Gini correla-

tions’ interval estimators from a variety of methods under bivariate t(5) distributions.

n = 20 n = 200

ρ Method 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95

CovProb Length CovProb Length CovProb Length CovProb Length

JELγ1 .853(.007) .467(.003) .910(.005) .538(.002) .892(.004) .210(.001) .944(.003) .239(.001)

AJELγ1 .887(.006) .505(.003) .936(.005) .585(.002) .897(.004) .212(.001) .948(.003) .242(.001)

γ1J .853(.007) .912(.005) .901(.006) 1.08(.005) .893(.004) .285(.000) .944(.004) .340(.001)

γ1AV .901(.006) .894(.000) .957(.003) 1.07(.000) .897(.004) .283(.000) .948(.003) .337(.000)

ρ = 0.1 JELγ2 .854(.007) .468(.003) .911(.004) .538(.002) .892(.005) .210(.001) .944(.003) .239(.001)

AJELγ2 .887(.006) .505(.003) .937(.004) .584(.002) .897(.005) .213(.001) .947(.003) .242(.001)

γ2J .853(.006) .909(.005) .901(.005) 1.08(.005) .893(.005) .285(.001) .943(.003) .340(.001)

γ2AV .903(.006) .894(.000) .958(.004) 1.07(.000) .897(.006) .283(.000) .948(.003) .337(.000)

ρp .977(.003) 1.25(.000) .994(.002) 1.49(.000) .940(.004) .395(.000) .971(.004) .470(.000)

JELγ1 .847(.007) .532(.003) .906(.005) .611(.003) .890(.006) .186(.001) .942(.004) .209(.001)

AJELγ1 .880(.007) .572(.003) .932(.004) .666(.003) .896(.006) .188(.001) .945(.004) .211(.001)

γ1J .847(.008) .717(.005) .892(.005) .854(.007) .892(.005) .221(.001) .940(.004) .263(.001)

γ1AV .908(.005) .699(.000) .948(.004) .833(.000) .902(.005) .221(.000) .951(.004) .264(.000)

ρ = 0.5 JELγ2 .848(.006) .531(.002) .906(.005) .611(.003) .892(.005) .186(.001) .943(.004) .208(.001)

AJELγ2 .881(.006) .572(.003) .933(.005) .665(.003) .897(.005) .187(.001) .947(.004) .211(.001)

γ2J .846(.006) .712(.004) .894(.006) .849(.006) .894(.006) .220(.001) .941(.004) .262(.001)

γ2AV .910(.006) .699(.000) .950(.004) .833(.000) .903(.005) .221(.000) .951(.004) .264(.000)

ρp .956(.003) .929(.000) .976(.003) 1.11(.000) .936(.003) .294(.000) .969(.003) .350(.000)

JELγ1 .841(.006) .159(.001) .895(.005) .214(.003) .883(.004) .048(.000) .938(.004) .062(.001)

AJELγ1 .871(.006) .173(.002) .917(.005) .280(.003) .888(.004) .049(.000) .941(.004) .064(.001)

γ1J .827(.005) .207(.002) .864(.006) .245(.003) .882(.005) .059(.000) .929(.004) .071(.000)

γ1AV .907(.004) .190(.000) .932(.003) .226(.000) .905(.006) .060(.000) .945(.003) .071(.000)

ρ = 0.9 JELγ2 .842(.006) .159(.002) .894(.005) .215(.003) .883(.005) .048(.000) .938(.004) .062(.000)

AJELγ2 .871(.005) .173(.002) .917(.005) .282(.003) .888(.005) .049(.000) .941(.004) .064(.001)

γ2J .828(.006) .207(.002) .864(.006) .245(.003) .884(.004) .059(.000) .930(.004) .071(.000)

γ2AV .907(.005) .190(.000) .931(.003) .226(.000) .906(.005) .060(.000) .950(.003) .071(.000)

ρp .938(.004) .235(.000) .957(.003) .280(.000) .935(.004) .074(.000) .966(.003) .089(.000)
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3.1. JEL test for the equality of the two Gini correlation140

For simplicity, we use γ1 and γ2 to denote γ(X,Y ) and γ(Y,X), respectively. Let θ = (∆, γ2)T

and we are interested in making inference of ∆. Let g1((x1, y1), (x2, y2);α) = h((x1, y1), (x2, y2);α)

and g2((x1, y1), (x2, y2);α) = h((y1, x1), (y2, x2);α), where h is defined in (11). We define a vector

U -statistic type functional as

Un(θ) =

(
n

2

)−1 ∑
1≤i<j≤n

G((Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj);θ),

with kernels

G((x1, y1), (x2, y2);θ) =

 g1((x1, y1), (x2, y2); ∆ + γ2)

g2((x1, y1), (x2, y2); γ2)

 .

It is easy to see that EG((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2);θ) = 0.

We do not apply the profile EL method since the computation of the profile EL could be very

difficult even for equations without a U -structure involved. For our case, since g2(·) function does

not depend on ∆, it enables us to estimate γ2 by γ̃2 that solves n

2

−1 ∑
1≤i<j≤n

g2((Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj); γ2) = 0.

It is easy to check that γ̃2 = γ̂(Y,X), which can be easily computed with complexity O(n log n).

We plug γ̃2 in g1 and conduct the JEL method for ∆. More specifically, let

Mn(∆) =
2

n(n− 1)

∑
1≤i<j≤n

g1((Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj); ∆ + γ̃2) (14)

and

Mn,−i(∆) =
2

(n− 1)(n− 2)

∑
1≤k<j≤n,k 6=i

g1((Xk, Yk), (Xj , Yj); ∆ + γ̃2).

Then the jackknife pseudo samples are

V̂i(∆) = nMn(∆)− (n− 1)Mn,−i(∆), i = 1, ..., n (15)

and the jackknife empirical likelihood ratio at ∆ is

R(∆) = max

{
n∏
i=1

(npi) : pi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n;

n∑
i=1

pi = 1;

n∑
i=1

piV̂i(∆) = 0

}
.

12



By the standard Lagrange multiplier method, we obtain the log empirical likelihood ratio as

logR(∆) = −
n∑
i=1

log{1 + λV̂i(∆)},

where λ = λ(∆) satisfies

f(λ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂i(∆)

1 + λV̂i(∆)
= 0. (16)

Define g((x, y); ∆, γ2) = Eh((x, y), (X2, Y2); ∆+γ2) and σ2
g(∆, γ2) = Var (g((X1, Y1); ∆, γ2). We

have the following result.

Theorem 3.1. If EX2
1 <∞, EY 2

1 <∞ and σ2
g(∆, γ2) > 0, then

−2 logR(∆)
d→ χ2(1), as n → ∞.

A proof of Theorem 3.1 needs to deal with an extra variation introduced by estimator γ̃2, which is

given in the Appendix.145

Remark 3.1. Li et al. ([7]) established the Wilks’ theorem for a general U-type profile empirical

likelihood ratio under a strong condition that the kernel G is uniformly bounded in both variables

and parameters. Here we only assume the existence of the second moments of the kernel functions

in the sample space.

Remark 3.2. The profile empirical likelihood ratio is usually computed through the ratio of the EL150

at the true value of the parameter and the EL at the maximal empirical likelihood estimate. In our

case, because g2 is independent with ∆ and g1 is linear in ∆ and γ2, our JEL ratio does not involve

the maximal empirical likelihood estimate, enjoying the computational ease property.

We can obtain a 100(1− α)% jackknife empirical likelihood confidence interval for ∆ as

Iα = {∆̃ : −2 log R̂(∆̃) ≤ χ2
1,1−α},

where log R̂(∆̃) is the observed log-likelihood ratio at ∆̃. If 0 /∈ Iα, we are able to reject H0 at

α significance level. For the hypothesis test (13), under the null hypothesis, the p-value can be

calculated by

p-value = P (χ2
1 > −2 log R̂(0)),

13



where χ2
1 is a random variable from a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. For

instance, under elliptical distributions we are able to compute p-values for the test. On the other

hand, in the case that the true parameter ∆0 6= 0, Theorem 3.1 holds rather under H0 but under

Ha, and hence the power of the test under Ha : ∆ = ∆0 can be computed to be

power = 1− P (Accept H0|Ha) = 1− P (−2 logR(∆0) ≤ χ2
1,1−α) = P (−2 logR(∆0) > χ2

1,1−α).

In the next, we consider simulations of two cases. One is for the case ∆ = 0 and the other is for

∆ 6= 0.155

3.2. Empirical performance

In the simulation, 3000 samples of two different sample sizes (n = 20, 200) are drawn from

bivariate normal and normal-lognormal distributions, that is, (X,Y ) and (X, log Y ) are drawn

from N(0,Σ) with the scatter matrix Σ =

 4 2ρ

2ρ 1

. Under the bivariate normal distribution,

γ(X,Y ) = γ(Y,X) = ρ, the null hypothesis, ∆ = 0, is true and p values are provided in Table160

3 along with averages and standard deviations of the coverage probabilities. Under the mixture

of normal and lognormal distribution, γ(X,Y ) = ρ and γ(Y,X) = 2Φ(ρσ2/
√

2)−1

2Φ(σ2/
√

2)−1
is not equal to

γ(X,Y ) for ρ 6= 0. Thus powers of the test are presented in Table 4.

Table 3: Coverage probabilities (standard deviations) of interval estimators of ∆ and p-values (standard deviations)

of the test for ∆ = 0 under bivariate normal distributions.

n = 20 n = 200

∆0(ρ) Method 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95

CovProb P-Value CovProb P-Value CovProb P-Value CovProb P-Value

ρ = 0.1

JELdelta .918(.005) .515(.004) .962(.004) .515(.005) .905(.005) .505(.005) .952(.003) .505(.006)

∆0 = 0 AJELdelta .965(.004) .565(.004) .991(.002) .565(.005) .909(.005) .509(.005) .955(.003) .509(.005)

deltaJ .964(.004) .747(.005) .986(.002) .745(.005) .914(.005) .723(.005) .958(.003) .724(.006)

ρ = 0.5

JELdelta .941(.004) .537(.005) .975(.003) .537(.004) .912(.005) .509(.004) .958(.004) .511(.005)

∆0 = 0 AJELdelta .979(.002) .586(.005) .996(.001) .586(.004) .916(.005) .514(.004) .961(.004) .515(.005)

deltaJ .978(.003) .750(.006) .993(.002) .749(.004) .925(.005) .726(.004) .967(.004) .727(.006)

ρ = 0.9

JELdelta .971(.004) .582(.005) .991(.002) .580(.004) .962(.004) .564(.004) .987(.002) .567(.005)

∆0 = 0 AJELdelta .994(.002) .629(.004) .999(.000) .627(.004) .964(.004) .568(.004) .989(.002) .571(.005)

deltaJ .993(.002) .756(.004) .999(.001) .754(.005) .971(.003) .743(.004) .992(.002) .742(.005)
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Table 4: Coverage probabilities (standard deviations) of interval estimators of ∆ and powers (standard deviations)

of the test for ∆ = ∆0 under the normal-lognormal distributions.

n = 20 n = 200

∆0, ρ Method 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95 1− α = 0.90 1− α = 0.95

CovProb Power CovProb Power CovProb Power CovProb Power

ρ = 0.1

JELdelta .857(.007) .256(.007) .921(.005) .196(.008) .873(.006) .192(.008) .930(.005) .154(.006)

∆0 = −.008 AJELdelta .896(.006) .226(.007) .950(.004) .155(.006) .879(.006) .189(.008) .933(.005) .151(.006)

deltaJ .938(.004) .062(.004) .970(.003) .031(.003) .893(.006) .110(.006) .945(.004) .056(.004)

ρ = 0.5

JELdelta .858(.007) .213(.006) .917(.005) .161(.007) .876(.005) .235(.008) .932(.005) .171(.006)

∆0 = −.031 AJELdelta .895(.006) .184(.005) .945(.004) .127(.006) .881(.005) .230(.008) .936(.005) .166(.006)

deltaJ .947(.004) .052(.004) .978(.003) .021(.002) .897(.005) .164(.007) .949(.004) .094(.004)

ρ = 0.9

JELdelta .865(.005) .144(.007) .916(.004) .093(.005) .884(.005) .370(.009) .939(.004) .268(.010)

∆0 = −.014 AJELdelta .898(.005) .114(.006) .941(.004) .066(.004) .889(.005) .362(.008) .943(.004) .261(.010)

deltaJ .976(.003) .031(.004) .993(.002) .008(.001) .907(.005) .293(.008) .955(.004) .187(.008)

Under bivariate normal distributions, both JEL and deltaJ methods have over coverage proba-

bility problems especially for large ρ under small sample size. The JEL method performs relatively165

better than the deltaJ method for all sample size and all ρ values. The p-values in Table 3 are all

greater than 0.5, which indicates that we cannot reject H0 under a bivariate normal distribution.

This implies no evidence to reject the exchangeability up to a linear transformation, which is a

correct decision under bivariate normal distributions.

From Table 4, under normal-lognormal distributions we can observe that the powers of the test170

for all the listed methods are not high. This can be explained by the fact that the true values

∆0 are very close to 0, making the procedures difficult to reject H0. However, the JEL method

is more efficient with higher powers for all sample sizes than deltaJ. Among all the approaches in

Table 4, deltaJ method produces good coverage probabilities when the sample size is large but have

serious over-coverage problems when n = 20 and ρ is large. This is due to one characteristic of the175

lognormal distribution. The bias and variance of the sample correlation may be quite significant

especially when the correlation coefficient ρ is not close to zero ([24]). On the other hand, the JEL

method has under-coverage problems when the sample size is small but these problems have been

corrected effectively by the adjusted JEL method.
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4. JEL for independent data180

Let Z1 = {Z(1)
1 , ...,Z

(1)
n1 } and Z2 = {Z(2)

1 , ...,Z
(2)
n2 }, where Z

(j)
i = (X

(j)
i , Y

(j)
i )T for j = 1, 2, be

independent samples from distributions H(x, y) and M(x, y) with sample size n1 and n2, respec-

tively. Let γ
(1)
1 , γ

(1)
2 , γ

(2)
1 and γ

(2)
2 denote the Gini correlations between X and Y , Y and X for

these two distributions, respectively. Let δ1 = γ
(1)
1 − γ(2)

1 and δ2 = γ
(1)
2 − γ(2)

2 , the hypotheses of

interest are

H0 :

δ1
δ2

 =

0

0

 vs Ha :

δ1
δ2

 6=
0

0

 . (17)

Our aim for this section is to derive a JEL method to test the above statements.

4.1. JEL for Gini correlation differences for independent data

Due to independence of Z
(j)
i for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, we have

δ1 =
E [h1(Z

(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h2(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )− h2(Z

(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h1(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )]

Eh2(Z
(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h2(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )

and

δ2 =
E [h′1(Z

(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h′2(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )− h′2(Z

(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h′1(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )]

Eh′2(Z
(1)
1 ,Z

(1)
2 )h′2(Z

(2)
1 ,Z

(2)
2 )

,

where h′i(z1, z2) = hi((y1, x1), (y2, x2)), i = 1, 2. This motivates us to define a two-sample U -

statistic type functional as

Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2) =

(
n1

2

)−1(
n2

2

)−1 ∑
1≤i1<i2≤n1

∑
1≤j1<j2≤n2

H(Z
(1)
i1
,Z

(1)
i2
,Z

(2)
j1
,Z

(2)
j2

; δ1, δ2) (18)

=: T (Z
(1)
1 , ...,Z(1)

n1
,Z

(2)
1 , ...,Z(2)

n2
; δ1, δ2)

with

H(z
(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 , z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 ; δ1, δ2) =h2(z

(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h2(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 )δ1 − h1(z

(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h2(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 ) + h2(z

(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h1(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 )

h′2(z
(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h′2(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 )δ2 − h′1(z

(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h′2(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 ) + h′2(z

(1)
1 , z

(1)
2 )h′1(z

(2)
1 , z

(2)
2 )
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It is easy to check that

δ1
δ2

 is the solution of EH(Z
(1)
i1
,Z

(1)
i2
,Z

(2)
j1
,Z

(2)
j2

; δ1, δ2) = 0. To apply the

JEL to Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2), let n = n1 + n2 and

Qi =

Z
(1)
i , i = 1, ..., n1;

Z
(2)
(i−n1), i = n1 + 1, ..., n.

Then we consider Q = {Q1,Q2, ...,Qn} as a new sample, and by (18), we have

Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2) = T (Z

(1)
1 , ...,Z(1)

n1
,Z

(2)
1 , ...,Z(2)

n2
; δ1, δ2) = T (Q1,Q2, ...,Qn; δ1, δ2).

The corresponding jackknife pseudo-values are given by

V̂ i(δ1, δ2) = nT n(δ1, δ2)− (n− 1)T
(−i)
n−1(δ1, δ2).

It can be easily shown that E[V̂ i(δ1, δ2)] = 0 and

Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂ i(δ1, δ2).

Following the lines as Section 2 did, we have the JEL ratio at (δ1, δ2) to be

R(δ1, δ2) = max

{
n∏
i=1

(npi) : pi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n;

n∑
i=1

pi = 1;

n∑
i=1

piV̂ i(δ1, δ2) = 0

}
.

Utilizing the standard Lagrange multiplier technique, the jackknife empirical log-likelihood ratio at

(δ1, δ2) is

logR(δ1, δ2) = −
n∑
i=1

log[1 + λT V̂ i(δ1, δ2)],

where λ = λ(δ1, δ2) satisfies

1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂ i(δ1, δ2)

1 + λT V̂ i(δ1, δ2)
= 0.

Define

g1,0((x, y); δ1, δ2) = EH((x, y), (X
(1)
2 , Y

(1)
2 ), (X

(2)
1 , Y

(2)
1 ), (X

(2)
2 , Y

(2)
2 ); δ1, δ2),

Σ2
1,0(δ1, δ2) = Cov(g1,0((X

(1)
1 , Y

(1)
1 ); δ1, δ2)),

g0,1((x, y); δ1, δ2) = EH((X
(1)
1 , Y

(1)
1 ), (X

(1)
2 , Y

(1)
2 ), (x, y), (X

(2)
2 , Y

(2)
2 ); δ1, δ2),

Σ2
0,1(δ1) = Cov(g0,1((X

(2)
1 , Y

(2)
1 ); δ1, δ2)).

We have the following Wilks’ theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume185

1. E [X
(j)
1 ]2 <∞, E [Y

(j)
1 ]2 <∞, j = 1, 2;

2. Σ2
1,0(δ1, δ2) and Σ2

0,1(δ1, δ2) are positive definite;

3. n1/n2 → r, where 0 < r <∞. Then we have

−2 logR(δ1, δ2)
d→ χ2

2, as n→∞.

A 100(1−α)% jackknife empirical likelihood joint confidence region for (δ1, δ2) can be constructed

as

Iα = {(δ̃1, δ̃2) : −2 log R̂(δ̃1, δ̃2) ≤ χ2
2,1−α}, (19)

where log R̂(δ̃1, δ̃2) is the observed log-likelihood ratio at (δ̃1, δ̃2). The null hypothesis of test (17)

is rejected at α significance level if 0 /∈ Iα.

4.2. Empirical performance190

Simulation studies are conducted for two independent samples with either equal (n1 = n2 = 20)

or unequal sample sizes (n1 = 150, n2 = 200). We generate 3000 independent samples of (X,Y )

and (T, logW ) from N(0,Σ) with the scatter matrix Σ =

 1 4ρ

4ρ 16

 and consider δ1 = γ(X,Y )−

γ(T,W ) and δ2 = γ(Y,X)− γ(W,T ).

As mentioned in Section 3, δ1 := γ(X,Y ) − γ(T,W ) = 0 and δ2 := γ(Y,X) − γ(W,T ) 6= 0.195

For this simultaneous test, coverage probabilities and p-values for the test (17) are provided for

ρ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, in Table 5, respectively.

Table 5: p-values (standard deviation) of the test (17) at significance level α = 0.10.

Method n1 = n2 = 20 n1 = 150, n2 = 200

ρ = 0.1 JELdelta .46848(.0042) .3562(.0038)

δ20 = −.1237 AJELdelta .4985(.0041) .3617(.0038)

ρ = 0.5 JELdelta .4696(.0053) .2819(.0044)

δ20 = −.3467 AJELdelta .5001(.0053) .2869(.0044)

ρ = 0.9 JELdelta .4701(.0037) .1432(.0035)

δ20 = −.0937 AJELdelta .5020(.0037) .1474(.0035)

From Table 5, we have observed that all the listed p-values are strictly greater than the nominal

level α, and we are not able to reject the null hypothesis which in fact is false. It may be due to
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the reason that the joint confidence regions have much smaller areas than the confidence regions200

constructed by the marginal confidence intervals, which can be seen in Figure 1 of next section.

However, the large p-values decrease greatly for the large sample size (n1 = 150, n2 = 200).

Remark 4.1. Following a similar procedure, we can develop JEL approach to do a marginal test

H0 : δ1 = 0 vs. Ha : δ1 6= 0 or H0 : δ2 = 0 vs. Ha : δ2 6= 0. Simulation studies (not presented here)

show that the JEL method performs well with good coverage probabilities and has a higher power205

than the method using jackknife method to estimate the asymptotic variance.

5. Application

For the purpose of illustration, we apply the JEL method to the banknote authentication data

which is available in UCI Machine Learning Repository ([8]). The data set consists of 1372 samples

with 762 samples of them from the Genuine class denoted as Gdata and 610 from the Forgery class210

denoted as Fdata. Four features are recorded from each sample: variance of wavelet transformed

image (VW), skewness of wavelet transformed image (SW), kurtosis of wavelet transformed image

(KW) and entropy of image (EI). One can refer to Lohweg et al. ([10]) for more descriptions of the

data. Here we shall study the correlations of two pairs, namely VW and SW, SW and KW.

The point estimates and interval estimates for two Gini correlations and their difference are215

reported in Table 6. Point estimators are quite different for the Genuine and Forgery classes. In

Gdata, VW and SW have negative Gini correlation estimates and their confidence intervals contain

only negatives, while estimates of γ2 in Fdata are positive. All the confidence intervals for ∆ in

both classes do not contain 0, which indicates that either the pair variables VW and SW or the pair

variables SW and KW are not exchangeable. Also it means a sufficient evidence at the significance220

level 0.1 to reject that (VW, SW) or (SW, KW) has a elliptical distribution in Forgery class or

Genuine class. In addition, compared with the VJ method (using jackknife method to estimate the

asymptotic variance) , the JEL method provides shorter confidence intervals.

Denote δ1 and δ2 as the differences of Gini correlations between Gdata and Fdata about pairs of

variables (VW,SW ) or (SW,KW ). We conduct simultaneous inference on (δ1, δ2) . Using the JEL225

method of (5) in Section 4, a 90% joint confidence region is obtained and plotted in Figure 1, along

with two rectangular confidence regions formed by marginal inferences. The simultaneous ellipse-

shaped regions clearly have smaller areas than the marginal ones. This is because the simultaneous
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Table 6: Point estimates and 90% confidence intervals for γ1, γ2 and ∆ for two pairs of (VW, SW) and (SW, KW),

respectively .

Fdata Gdata

Method Point estimate Confidence interval Point estimate Confidence interval

(VW, SW)

JEL γ̂1 = .0471 (-.0197, 0.1329) γ̂1 = −.2459 (-.2936, -.1828)

AJEL (-.0197, 0.1334) (-.2936, -.1826)

VJ (-.0407, 0.1349) (-.3087, -.1831)

JEL γ̂2 = .1595 (0.0992, 0.2365) γ̂2 = −.1916 (-.2370, -.1317)

AJEL (0.0992, 0.2369) (-.2370, -.1315)

VJ (0.0803, 0.2388) (-.2513, -.1319)

JEL ∆̂ = −.1124 (-.1324, -.0865) ∆̂ = −.0543 (-.0685, -.0358)

AJEL (-.1324, -.0864) (-.0685, -.0357)

VJ (-.1387, -.0861) (-.0730, -.0355)

(SW, KW)

JEL γ̂1 = −.8436 (-.8632, -.8169) γ̂1 = −.7638 (-.7867, -.7320)

AJEL (-.8632, -.8167) (-.7867, -.7318)

VJ (-.8694, -.8178) (-.7939, -.7337)

JEL γ̂2 = −.8910 (-.9023, -.8755) γ̂2 = −.7525 (-.7752, -.7206)

AJEL (-.9023, -.8754) (-.7752, -.7205)

VJ (-.9058, -.8762) (-.7823, -.7228)

JEL ∆̂ = .0474 (0.0363, 0.0628) ∆̂ = −.0113 (-.1840, -.0017)

AJEL (0.0363, 0.0629) (-.1840, -.0017)

VJ (0.0327, 0.0620) (-.0206, -.0019)
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JEL takes dependent information of the marginal JEL’s of δ1 and δ2, and hence produces smaller

confidence regions. Note that (0, 0) falls outside all confidence regions. Therefore, we have evidence230

to reject the null hypothesis of δ1 = δ2 = 0.
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Figure 1: Confidence regions of Gini differences (δ1, δ2) about different pairs of variables. ‘+’ indicates the point

estimate.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have explored JEL methods for the Gini correlations. Three cases, namely

Gini correlation, difference of two types of Gini correlation and difference of Gini correlations of

two samples, have been studied. For each case, a novel U -structured equation has been defined and235

the associated jackknife empirical likelihood has been developed. By checking conditions and estab-

lishing the necessary lemmas, we have proved the Wilks’ theorem for each of the cases. Hence, the

standard chi-square distribution is used to construct confidence intervals and to conduct hypothesis

testings without estimating the asymptotic variance. Numerical studies confirm the advantages of

the proposed method under a variety of situations.240

One of important contributions of this paper is to develop the JEL procedure with U -structured

estimating functions for inferences on the difference of two types of Gini correlations. The procedure
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involves the parameter of interest and a nuisance parameter. The simple plug-in jackknife empirical

likelihood ratio holds the Wilks’ theorem under the assumption of finite second moment of the

distribution. It enjoys the theoretical and computational advantages due to its special form. For a245

general U -type profile empirical likelihood, Li et al. [7] obtained its Wilks’ theorem under strong

conditions and they did not discuss the implementation of its computation. Continuations of this

work could take the following directions:

• Establish the Wilks’ theorem for the U -type profile empirical likelihood ratio under weaker

conditions. For example, one might want to relax the boundedness condition for the kernel250

functionals to a moment finiteness condition.

• Reduce the computation of U -type profile empirical likelihood. Li et al. [6] and Peng [14] con-

sidered procedures based on a jackknife plug-in empirical likelihood to save the computation

time. We may develop similar procedures to deal with U -structured empirical likelihood.

7. Appendix255

In this section a = O(b) means that a/b is bounded and a = o(b) means that a/b→ 0.

Proof of Theorem 2.1

Lemma 7.1. If EX2
1 <∞ and EY 2

1 <∞. Then Eh2((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2); γ) <∞ for γ ∈ [−1, 1].

Proof.

E [h1((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))]2 =
1

16
E [(X1 −X2)2I(Y1 > Y2) + (X2 −X1)2I(Y2 > Y1)] <∞,

E [h2((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))]2 =
1

16
E |X1 −X2|2 <∞.

Therefore,

E [h((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2); γ)]2 ≤ 2γ2E [h2((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))]2 + 2E [h1((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2))]2 <∞.

2

Although Un(γ) in (10) is not a U -statistic, based on Lemma 7.1, we have similar results as260

Lemma A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 and Corollary A.1 of [4] by replacing Un − θ, σg and V̂i − θ in [4] with

Un(γ), σg(γ) and V̂i(γ), respectively. Then the proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to the proof of

Theorem 1 in [4] by using these results, and hence is skipped.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1

The JEL approach for the test is based on estimating U -type functionals with parameters being265

involved in those constraints, and it is quite different from the JEL method in [4] which are based

on estimating U -statistics. Furthermore, nuisance parameter is also involved and we need to deal

with an extra variation introduced by the plug-in estimator γ̃ of the nuisance parameter γ(Y,X).

Throughout the proof, we let z = (x, y)T and Zi = (Xi, Yi)
T , i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Lemma 7.2. Suppose that EX2
1 <∞, EY 2

1 <∞ and σ2
g(∆, γ2) > 0. Then, for each ∆, as n→∞,

we have

P ( min
1≤i≤n

V̂i(∆) < 0 < max
1≤i≤n

V̂i(∆))→ 1,

where V̂i(∆) is given by (15).270

Proof. Define w(z; ∆+γ̃2) = (∆+γ̃2)Eh1(z,Z1)−Eh2(z,Z1) and ψ(z1, z2; ∆+γ̃2) = g1(z1, z2; ∆+

γ̃2)− w(z1; ∆ + γ̃2)− w(z2; ∆ + γ̃2). By the Hoeffding decomposition

Mn(∆) = 2n−1
n∑
i=1

w(Zi; ∆ + γ̃2) +

(
n

2

)−1∑
i<j

ψ(Zi,Zj ; ∆ + γ̃2)

and after some simple algebra,

V̂i(∆) = 2w(Zi; ∆ + γ̃2) +
2

n− 2

∑
k=1,k 6=i

ψ(Zi,Zk; ∆ + γ̃2)−
(
n− 1

2

)−1∑
i<j

ψ(Zi,Zj ; ∆ + γ̃2)

= 2w(Zi; γ2 + ∆) + (γ̃2 − γ2)h2(Zi,Zj) +
2

n− 2

∑
k=1,k 6=i

ψ(Zi,Zk; γ̃2 + ∆)

−
(
n− 1

2

)−1∑
i<j

ψ(Zi,Zj ; γ̃2 + ∆)

:= 2w(Zi; γ2 + ∆) + (γ̃2 − γ2)h2(Zi,Zj) +Rni(∆ + γ̃2).

We have

E [(γ̃2 − γ2)h2(Zi,Zj)]
2 → 0 as n → ∞,

since (γ̃2 − γ2) = O(n−1/2) with a similar result of (7) and max1≤i 6=j≤n |h2(Zi,Zj)| = o(n1/2) by

Lemma A.4 of [4]. Further, by Lemma 7.1,

E [ψ(Z1,Z2; ∆ + γ̃2)]2 = E [h(Z1,Z2; ∆ + γ̃2)− w(Z1; ∆ + γ̃2)− w(Z2; ∆ + γ̃2)]2 <∞.
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Then

E [R2
ni(∆ + γ̃2)] ≤ Cn−1E [ψ(Z1,Z2; ∆ + γ̃2)]2 + Cn−2E [ψ(Z1,Z2; ∆ + γ̃2)]2 → 0 as n→∞,

where C is some generic constant. Hence, Rni(∆ + γ̃2) → 0 and V̂i(∆) → 2w(Zi; ∆ + γ̃2) in

probability. Thus, with the same argument as the proof of Lemma A.1 in [4], as n→∞,

P ( min
1≤i≤n

V̂i(∆) < 0 < max
1≤i≤n

V̂i(∆))→ 1,

for every ∆. 2

Lemma 7.3. If EX2
1 <∞ and EY 2

1 <∞, we have

√
nMn(∆)/(2σg(∆, γ2))

d→ N(0, 1) as n→∞,

where Mn(∆) is given by (14).

Proof. Let

M0
n(∆) =

2

n(n− 1)

∑
1≤i<j≤n

g1(Zi,Zj ; ∆ + γ2).

We have

Mn(∆) = [Mn(∆)−M0
n(∆)] +M0

n(∆).

Obviously, M0
n(∆) is a U -statistic for true values ∆ and γ2, and hence

√
nM0

n(∆)/(2σg(∆, γ2))
d→

N(0, 1) as n → ∞. Furthermore, Mn(∆) −M0
n(∆) = (γ2 − γ̃2) 2

n(n−1)

∑
1≤i<j≤n h2(Zi,Zj)

which is negligible since (γ̃2 − γ2) = O(n−1/2) by (6). 2275

Lemma 7.4. Let Sn(∆) = n−1
∑n
i=1[V̂i(∆)]2, if EX2

1 <∞ and EY 2
1 <∞. Then with probability

one, we have Sn(∆) = 4σ2
g(∆, γ2) + o(1) for every ∆, where V̂i(∆) is given by (15).

Proof. Let V̂ 0
i (∆) denote (15) when γ̃2 is replaced by the true value γ2. Define S0

n(∆) =

n−1
∑n
i=1[V̂ 0

i (∆)]2. Then

Sn(∆) = S0
n(∆) + [Sn(∆)− S0

n(∆)].
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From Lemma A.3 in [4], S0
n(∆) = 4σ2

g(∆, γ2) + o(1). We need to show that Sn(∆) − S0
n(∆) is

negligble. In fact, we can rewrite Mn(∆) in (14) as

Mn(∆) = (∆ + γ̃2)
2

n(n− 1)

∑
1≤i<j≤n

h2(Zi,Zj)−
2

n(n− 1)

∑
1≤i<j≤n

h1(Zi,Zj)

:= (∆ + γ̃2)U2
n − U1

n,

where U in, i = 1, 2, are U -statistics with kernels being hi(·), i = 1, 2, respectively. Define

V̂ 1
i = nU1

n − (n− 1)U
1(−i)
n−1 and V̂ 2

i = nU2
n − (n− 1)U

2(−i)
n−1 .

Then

V̂i(∆) = (∆ + γ̃2)V̂ 2
i − V̂ 1

i

and thus

Sn(∆)− S0
n(∆) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

{[V̂i(∆)]2 − [V̂ 0
i (∆)]2}

= (γ̃2 − γ2)(2∆ + γ̃2 + γ2)
1

n

n∑
i=1

[V̂ 1
i ]2 − 2(γ̃2 − γ2)

1

n

n∑
i=1

[V̂ 2
i V̂

1
i ]

→ 0, as n→∞.

This is true because

1

n

n∑
i=1

[V̂ 1
i ]2 =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(V̂ 1
i − E [U1

n] + E [U1
n])2

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

(V̂ 1
i − E [U1

n])2 + 2E [U1
n]

1

n

n∑
i=1

V̂ 1
i − (E [U1

n])2

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

(V̂ 1
i − E [U1

n])2 + 2U1
nE [U1

n]− (E [U1
n])2,

in which 1/n
∑n
i=1(V̂ 1

i − E [U1
n])2 = C + o(1) for some constant C by Lemma A.3 of [4], and

2U1
nE [U1

n]−(E [U1
n])2 goes to a finite number. That is, 1/n

∑n
i=1[V̂ 1

i ]2 = C+o(1) for some constant

C. We have a similar result for 1/n
∑n
i=1[V̂ 2

i ]2 and hence 1/n
∑n
i=1[V̂ 2

i V̂
1
i ] < ∞. In addition,280

γ̃2 − γ2 = O(n−1/2). Thus Sn(∆)− S0
n(∆)→ 0 for every ∆.

2
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Lemma 7.5. Let Hn(∆, γ̃2) = max1≤i≤n |g1(Zi,Zj ; ∆ + γ̃2)|, if EX2
1 <∞ and EY 2

1 <∞. Then

with probability one, Hn(∆, γ̃2) = o(n1/2).

Proof.

Hn(∆, γ̃2) = max
1≤i≤n

|(∆ + γ̃2)h2(Zi,Zj)− h1(Zi,Zj)|

≤ 3 max
1≤i≤n

|h2(Zi,Zj)|+ max
1≤i≤n

|h1(Zi,Zj)|

= o(n1/2) + o(n1/2) = o(n1/2)

by applying Lemma A.4 of [4] to the functions h2 and h1. 2285

Proof of Theorem 3.1 Lemma 7.2 guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution for

(16). Applying the above lemmas and with similar arguments of the proof of Theorem 1 in [4], we

have |λ(∆)| = Op(n
−1/2) and λ(∆) = S−1

n (∆) 1
n V̂i(∆) + β = S−1

n (∆)Mn(∆) + β for every ∆, where

β = op(n
−1/2). Then

−2 logR(∆) =
nM2

n(∆)

Sn(∆)
− nSn(∆)β2 + 2

n∑
i=1

ηi, (20)

where
∑n
i=1 ηi = op(1). By Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.4,

nM2
n(∆)

Sn(∆)

d→ χ2
1, and the second and the last

terms of (20) are negligible. Theorem 3.1 is proved. 2

Proof of Theorem 4.1 The theorem is dealing with a vector U -statistic type functional with

kernel size (2, 2).

(i) U0
n1,n2

(δ1, δ2) = the original statistics functionals, based on all observations;290

(ii) U−i,0n1−1,n2
(δ1, δ2) =the statistics functionals, after leaving Z

(1)
i out, for i = 1, ..., n1;

(iii) U0,−j
n1,n2−1(δ1, δ2) =the statistics functionals, after leaving Z

(2)
j out, for j = 1, ..., n2,

and V i,0(δ1, δ2) = n1U
0
n1,n2

(δ1, δ2)− (n1 − 1)U−i,0n1−1,n2
(δ1, δ2), i = 1, ..., n1,

V 0,j(δ1, δ2) = n2U
0
n1,n2

(δ1, δ2)− (n2 − 1)U0,−j
n1,n2−1(δ1, δ2), j = 1, ..., n2.

By some simple algebra, we have

n−1
1

n1∑
i=1

V i,0(δ1, δ2) = Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2), n−1

2

n2∑
j=1

V 0,j(δ1, δ2) = Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2)
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and

V̂ i(δ1, δ2) =


n−1
n1−1V i,0(δ1, δ2)− n2

n1−1Un1,n2
(δ1, δ2) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n1;

n−1
n2−1V 0,i(δ1, δ2)− n1

n2−1Un1,n2(δ1, δ2) if n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

With the same argument of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [22], EV̂ i(δ1, δ2) = 0. Then Theorem295

4.1 is proved by Theorem 1 of [7].
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